Elaina

**FORMAT CLOCK**

XDS Receiver: With Elaina

**FORMAT CLOCK**

XDS Feed Times: Thursday & Friday, 11am - 1pm Eastern

**PROGRAM FUNCTIONS**

- (:03) Local Liner - Dry
- (:05) Local Rejoin Liner - Dry
- (:06) Local Liner - Dry
- Local Spot Set Start
- Legal ID @ 59:50

**NETCUES:**

- N08
- N09
- N10
- N11
- LID

**AVAIL**

- Local Inventory - 8:30
- Network Inventory - 4:00

**Affiliate Technical Services:**

914-908-3210
techservices@westwoodone.com

**Affiliate Sales:**

country@westwoodone.com

*Event noted with * is fixed time - Legal ID at Top of Hour at 59:50; all other times approximate